Minutes of NWBRC Meeting Monday 4th June 2018
Nightingale Centre, Wythenshawe

Present:  
Rebecca Wilson  
George Boundouki  
James Harvey  
Cliona Kirwan  
Lay In Lim  
Ben Baker  
Julia Henderson  
Ibrahim Ibrahim

Apologies:  
Laura Ballance  
Sam Fryer

1. Minutes of last meeting – no amendments

2. New projects
   a. Management of Phyllodes – Lay In presented literature review. After much discussion felt best area to research is follow-up. Potential ideas – is imaging of value: literature review. Combine with national survey of how phyllodes is managed with the view to produce a national recommendation. Lay In will further look in to this and decide if she wants to lead with this and then we will look for further steering committee members to design the project
   b. Breast cancer in previously augmented patients - Ben presented literature review and ideas for projects. Again, after much discussion the potential ideas were retrospective review of management, cost-effectiveness, patient reported outcomes, screen detected cancers. Need some further investigation into how easy it will be to identify these patients. ?Radiology search for Eklund view or apply to national breast screening for access to their data. Is it something that was captured in IBRA patients as they have already consented to be contacted in future for quality of life questionnaires etc. Ben to look in to this further before deciding on how to develop project

3. Current projects
   a. 4Ps – Rebecca to trim 20 research priorities before further circulation. Once happy trial with approx. 10 women who participated in listening events. George to write first draft of results paper.
b. Returning to ADLs questionnaire – recruiting at 3 sites. Julia to push for R&D approval at Liverpool. Starting to receive questionnaires back. Hayley Brookes contacted at UHSM for update on total

4. NRCM 2018 – asked to run breakout session. Rebecca suggested using it to present the three projects being developed by the National Breast Cancer Trainees Research Collaborative as this is a newly formed inter-specialty collaboration which is one the aims the meeting was wanting to promote/initiate this year. Emailed Ellen Copson who instigated the collaborative who thought it was a good idea. Will find out more about breakout sessions at the next NRCM organising committee meeting

5. A.O.B

Re-electing committee – happy to continue but if anyone would like the opportunity to run for a committee position please let us know and we will have a new election

Date for next meeting – TBC